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Shangri-La
Vancouver, Canada
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OVERVIEW
WHO IS CHIL
INTERIOR DESIGN?

LEFT:
Skwachays Lodge
Vancouver, Canada
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OUR FIRM
Applying a boutique approach while leveraging global resources, we
design and create unparalleled hospitality experiences.

CHIL Interior Design is the hospitality studio of B+H, a global leader in
interior design, architecture and planning & landscape. While the design is
mainly led from our Vancouver and Hong Kong studios, our global offices
provide local expertise, skills and on-the-ground support integral to the
success of each of our projects. Our approach to hospitality interior design
is always guided by our client’s vision and goals. Applying our insight into
the unique requirements of the hospitality sector, we design unforgettable
guest experiences. Drawing on B+H’s global resources, we offer our clients
integrated, comprehensive services.
Our portfolio is made up of luxury hospitality spaces—from hotels and
restaurants to conference spaces and clubs—and luxury residential,
boutique, retail and commercial spaces. We work with leading owners and
developers along with the world’s great hospitality brands.
UNPARALLELED GUEST EXPERIENCES DISTINCTLY ASSOCIATED
WITH YOUR BRAND
Four Seasons, Fairmont, Shangri-La, Marriott, Starwood, Hilton, Delta and
Radisson Carlson—what do all of these global brands have in common?
Each one has a unique story to tell and we believe in the power of
storytelling through design. Just as we did with these varied hotels and
resorts, we work to translate each client’s story into a physical space, from
the big picture down to the finest detail. The result is an unforgettable
experience guests will certainly associate with your brand.

LEFT:
Hotel Arts
Calgary, Canada
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DESIGN CAPABILITIES
We listen, interpret, translate and bring to life, sharing expertise and
inspiration across global studios.

From locations across the Americas, Middle East and Asia, B+H’s Interior Design group
designs hospitality, residential, retail, corporate commercial, and healthcare spaces that
improve each occupant’s quality of life. Deep research and an understanding of current
and future trends, combined with a history of collaboration and partnership, results in
spaces that improve the way people live, work, play, relax and heal.

A global operation with the heart and soul of a boutique firm,
we marry big picture vision with flawless execution.

CHIL Interior Design is a boutique studio and specialized offering within B+H’s broader
interior design service offering. Focused on creating exceptional hospitality and luxury
residential experiences, CHIL Interior Design lends the experienced hand of a highly
specialized studio to B+H’s global interior design team. Partnership and respect
across our global teams allows CHIL to deliver the best of both worlds: the tailored,
collaborative approach of a specialized hospitality interior design studio with the
resources and expertise of a full service architecture and design firm.
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TOP LEFT - RIGHT:
Shangri-La Hotel (Vancouver, Canada)
Fairmont Pacific Rim (Vancouver, Canada)
BOTTOM LEFT - RIGHT:
Artemis Grill (Singapore)
Stratus Bar & Restaurant (Toronto, Canada)
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OUR PROCESS
I

II

III

IV

V

Analysis

Design

Development
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Review

Site Visit

Inspiration

Studies

Drawings

Shop Drawings

Research

Concept

Applications

Details

Materials

Analysis
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Renderings
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Installation
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Analysis
I

Site Analysis
Comparables
Location

Design
Concept
Design Brief

II

Material Studies

Schematic
Planning
Material Sourcing
Visualization of Design Intent

Development
III

Design Development
Detailed Representation of Design Intent
Prototypes and Material Boards
Renderings as required
Mock-up Rooms

Documents
IV

Construction Documents
Construction Drawings
Schedule of Materials
Schedules of Selected Fixtures and Accessories
Coordination of Documents
Material and Product Specification

Review
V

Administration and Review
Shop Drawings Review
Material and Prototype Review
Clarification to Suppliers and Contractor
Site Review of Finishes
FF&E Installation
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SAMPLE RESEARCH
FOR TOURISM & RECREATION

INTERNATIONAL
TOURISM WILL
INCREASE BY

3.3%

It’s Personal
Personalization is forcing industries to
shift their mindsets — from “producer-led
segmentation” to “customer driven choice.”
Expectations are growing. Consumers are
moving beyond material goods and looking
for personalized experiences.

Silver Society

every year from 2010-2030.
This will result in

The “silver” consumer segment is one of
the biggest and most persistent trends all
sectors are currently addressing. Hotels
will need to pay particular attention to this
growing population segment. They are
becoming more brand wise, doing more,
living longer & looking for new cultural and
event-based experiences.

1.8 BILLION
international tourists by 2030

Millennials
Line breaks: mil | len| nial
Pronunciation: [mil-len-ee-uh l], adjective,
noun

Opening Doors
OpenWays has developed a line‑busting
solution that removes the frustration
associated with traditional hotel check-in.
Offering a Mobile Key that is securely sent
over the air to a traveling guest’s mobile
phone prior to arrival at the hotel not only
removes the need to stop at the front desk,
but it alleviates any stress the traveler may
feel anticipating delays and long waits at
their destination hotel.
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Millennials are not a Western demographic
(as perhaps Boomers were) but one that
is pervasive across the planet. Millennials
come from every continent and constitute
an extremely large market particularly in
emerging markets such as India, China, the
Middle East and South America.
This demographic is emerging and
burgeoning with its own set of unique and
challenging opportunities for the hospitality
sector. The following are some key trends
across the hospitality industry which
distinctly demonstrate the coming impact of
the millennial demographic on the boutique
hotel market.

Authenticity
Travelers today have an increasing thirst
for knowledge and learning. They are
seeking authentic experiences. Cooking,
art & culture, and other special interest
themes are gaining attention, as are
destinations that protect the environment
and endangered species.

Boomer Bucket List
Globally, the UN projects that the
population aged

65

and older will rise from

5

7

%

% to

in 1950

in 2000

16

%

in 2050

Within developed economies the proportion
of people over

60

years old is expected to rise from

22%

to

33%

Anti-Spa

Emerging Markets

INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS GROUP is
set to launch its brand EVEN in 2014. The
first of 100 over five years!

There is a shift in wealth from
the west to east.

It’s not a spa; it’s an “all-wellness”
property, designed around the four pillars
of healthy living: eating well, exercising,
rest and productivity.
According to IHG, the fitness centre is “not
an afterthought, but the hallmark of the
brand.” EVEN will provide food regime,
wellness experts and coat racks that morph
into pull up bars.

between 2009 and 2050

India and China have captured

15

%

of global
passenger growth

and by

2020
115

million Chinese tourists
are expected to travel
abroad each year.

In the developing world, it is forecast to
grow from

9%

to

20%

over the same period.
by

This demographic is generally “younger”
and healthier than in the past and they are
looking for fun, adventure, variety, comfort
and ease.

2030
Ecotel

Glocal
Glocalization is the concept that in a global
market, a product or service is likely to
succeed when it is customized for the
locale or culture in which it is sold.
Cultural differences, local traditions and
customs will need to be considered with
more sensitivity in emerging markets.

Sustainability & Corporate Social
Responsibility are becoming a differentiator
in guest decision-making at all levels. More
hotels are beginning to recognize their
guests’ desire to reduce their footprints by
investing in greening, not green-washing,
their operations.

Emerging markets will have

57%

of the market share up from

30%
in 1980

and

47%
in 2012
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GLOBAL TRENDS

“The most
reliable way
to anticipate
the future is to
understand
the present.”
John Naisbitt, Megatrends

Meditation Retreats
Mind Matters
Consumers have caught on to mindful
vacations that offer mental restoration.
Practices learned on a trip can be
incorporated at home to help manage
stress, improve cognitive capacity and
maintain emotional equilibrium.

Hotel or Hospital?
There is a rising trend among
international hospitals to provide
“medihotels” for their traveling clients.
In lodgings and accommodations owned
and managed by the hospital and located
close to the treatment venue, patients and
their companions can enjoy the safety,
convenience, and amenities of staying
close to their medical centre of choice.
These lifestyle-equipped facilities offer
home-style comfort for longer stays.

Definition of Boutique
Line breaks: bou | tique
Pronunciation: [boo:teek], noun
The word boutique infers a bespoke guest
experience based on highly personalized
service due to the limtied number of guests.
Generally it is deemed to be small hotels
under 150 rooms, however the definition is
transforming to meet the expectations of a
new generation of millennial travellers.
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Exclusivity
A Story
Unique properties in remote destinations
are opening to cater to a new type of globetrotter wanting to experience nature, but not
at the expense of comfort.

1 in 5 [+/-]

spas now offers meditation or
mindfulness training.

Wellness
Health focused travelers now represent

40

%

of the travel segment
[Gallup-Healthways
Well-being Index]

‘Spas’ are going well beyond the standard
facial and offering total wellness designed
to promote health, well-being and
transformation during your stay and beyond.

Technology Media
Social media platforms have
become a global exchange of ideas,
recommendations, complaints and more...
fueling the marketplace.

“We look at what our friends say and
we change our plans accordingly,”
- Henry Harteveldt

Responsible Travel

93

%

Active Users

1Billion
ON FACEBOOK

200

Personalize

Million
ON TWITTER

100

Million

ON INSTAGRAM & PINTEREST

91

56

of all adults own
cellphones

own smartphones.

% and

%

“The postmodern consumer’s
search for experiences that
are engaging, personable,
memorable - and above all,
authentic is especially strong in
tourism.”
UNWTO Tourism

More than ever hotel guests desire
personalized service. For the boutique
hotel market this is the number one
reason why boutique hotels are selected
over the larger main line hotels. Some may
argue new technology depersonalizes the
unique experience of a boutique hotel,
however we have found the integration of
new technology frees the hotel associates
up to actually spend more effort and
focus ensuring guests’ experiences are
personalized, exceptional and memorable.
With the millennial demographic in
particular, boutique hotels’ biggest
marketing rewards are born out of social
media.

Ecotel
Sustainability & corporate social
responsibility
are becoming a differentiator in guest
decision-making at all levels.

said that travel companies should be
responsible for protecting th enevironment,
and 58% said their hotel choice is
influenced by the support the hotel gives
to the local community, according to the
UNWTO.

Authenticity
Millenials come from every continent on
our planet yet they all have a common
goal for travelling. They travel to have real
experiences of other places. Millennials
are forward-looking and unlike previous
generations of travelers they want to
understand the heritage of a place. Most
importantly, they want to experience the
current cultural diversity of every location
they travel to and if the experience starts
with their hotel, they will remember and
recommend their experience more highly.
Boutique hotels should now provide
bespoke experiences to millennial guests
by integrating strong cultural ties to each
property and city they are in.
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OUR STUDIO
LOCAL FOCUS
GLOBAL VISION
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CHIL INTERIOR DESIGN BY REGION

WE SPECIALIZE IN
GUEST EXPERIENCES
Our design studio is 100%
focused on the guest
experience; both current
and future. We know how to
work with the world’s leading
hospitality brands and how
to translate and innovate that
brand into an experience.

Collaboration is a
fundamental principle we
build our process around.
Before we create, we listen.
For us, the ideas come first,
not the egos. The best designs
result from the collective minds
of both our clients and CHIL
Interior Design.
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CHIL GLOBAL STUDIOS

HOSPITALITY LEADERS

STUDIO CONTACTS

PAUL MORISSETTE

ADÈLE RANKIN

PRINCIPAL
GLOBAL LEADER,
CHIL INTERIOR DESIGN

PRINCIPAL
GLOBAL DESIGN LEAD,
CHIL INTERIOR DESIGN

GLOBAL LEAD
CANADA

CANADA

AJAY MISTRY

LIAN MEW CHING

LUCAS GALLARDO

DIRECTOR OF INTEROR DESIGN,
CHIL INTERIOR DESIGN

DESIGN DIRECTOR,
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
CHIL INTERIOR DESIGN

DIRECTOR, ASIA
CHIL INTERIOR DESIGN

TORONTO

SINGAPORE

HONG KONG

MIDDLE EAST
DUBAI

SHANGHAI
VIETNAM

UNITED STATES
SEATTLE

PHILLIP JONES

KAREN CVORNYEK

DOUG DEMERS

PRINCIPAL &
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
B+H

PRESIDENT &
REGIONAL MANAGING
PRINCIPAL, ASIA, B+H

MANAGING PRINCIPAL, B+H
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HOSPITALITY
INTERIOR DESIGN:
INTERIOR SPACES THAT DELIVER
A UNIQUE GUEST EXPERIENCE.

LEFT:
Shangri-La Hotel
Toronto, Canada
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HYATT REGENCY VANCOUVER
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT 		

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2018
HYATT REGENCY VANCOUVER
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FAIRMONT HOTEL VANCOUVER
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2017
LARCO HOSPITALITY INC.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2018 IDIBC Award of Merit

Inspired by the Royal Visit in 1939, the interior design concept

Balancing the need for updating the Gold rooms,

for the Fairmont Hotel Vancouver celebrates the historical

suites and lounge while paying careful respect

significance of this prominent hotel while selectively updating

to what makes this hotel unique and revered

elements within to their original grandeur. Influences of this

among its competitors within Vancouver and

significant event and long-lasting heritage that followed can

beyond, the design creates a special, one-of-a-

be found in the simple details and touches as they relate back

kind environment worthy of the hotel’s long lasting

to the Hotel’s history as a CP Rail hotel with Vancouver as the

reputation.

terminus station.

Warm woods, a royal and saturated colour palet

Capturing the romanticism surrounding both the luxury

te, guilded accents and ultimately a homage to

of travel at the time and the visiting monarchs, the design

the hotel’s roots define the interiors as we move

language is rich, ornate, layered and highly detailed.

forward while celebrating the past.
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ARC RESTAURANT
AT THE FAIRMONT WATERFRONT
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2014
WESTMONT HOSPITALITY GROUP & 		
OCEAN PACIFIC HOTEL GROUP

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2016 SBID International Design Awards:
Restaurant Design Finalist

The restaurant was redesigned with this primary goal: create

in the furniture design. Both comfortable and

a new and engaging lounge with a more centralized bar,

classic, it provides a variety of options for guests

encouraging a relaxed and entertaining area separate from the

and customers.

remaining dining spaces. In addition to the new bar and lounge
area, a chef’s table serves dual purpose as a breakfast buffet.
New banquette seating provides more intimate niches, while a
new private dining area serves as a multi-purpose room used
for both meetings as well as private parties.

The sprawling space and accentuated arc in the
floor plan made for a challenging design. The
solution: dramatic lighting, dark tones and an
overall rezoning of functions. As a result, this
new restaurant was transformed to compliment

ARC is located in the Fairmont Waterfront—but it’s not the

the celebrated new menu and to offer a new

typical hotel restaurant. Bold material choices create a very

distinctive dining experience for Vancouverites

warm, comfortable and contemporary look. Rich charcoals,

and visiting guests.

hazy grays and mauves with accents of bronze and gold tones
create a moody atmosphere. The West Coast feel is reflected
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THE BELMONT BOUTIQUE HOTEL
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2018
PACIFIC REACH PROPERTIES DEVELOPMENT

Hotel Belmont is a brand that re-envisions the traditional

CHIL took a bold and unique approach to the design

hotel model in Vancouver, enhancing the value of the

of Hotel Belmont: from wallpapering faces to the

building through an innovative and locally inspired

ceiling of the lobby to running carpet up the walls of

approach to design and development. Through custom-

the guest corridors. It is all about “attention to detail”

tailored branding, design, and programming, Hotel Belmont

and creating a “wow” experience for guests alike. All

brings new life to Granville Street, paying homage to its

18 guestrooms types have been designed with two

historical design details and legendary status in Vancouver.

unforgettable schemes creating a retro yet modern
aesthetic. Large swaths of bold paint running up the

Clientele for this lifestyle boutique hotel are a mindset,

walls, over the artwork, and onto the ceiling make this

more so than an age demographic. Everyone from

space playful and inviting. Graphic tiles, fabrics, and

Wallpaper magazine-reading urbanites to architecture buffs

wallcoverings provide depth and a sense of excitement.

and art aficionados. Despite an air of high-mindedness
connected to the hotel’s design endeavours, the brand

CHIL’s design is engaging, vibrant and unique.

manages to keep things unpretentious and approachable.

Along with the many hotel perks, the interior
design makes staying at the Hotel Belmont
a timeless, immersive experience.
29
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DELTA VANCOUVER SUITES
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2017
SILVER HOTEL GROUP

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
SBID International Design Awards
2017: Hotel Bedroom & Suites Design
Category - Finalist

Focusing on the main design principles of Creativity, Character,

immediately transport the guest to the urban and

Comfort and Regional Context, our Interior Design concept

also natural ambiance that the city is known for.

delivers a balanced and distinct style, unique to Delta

There’s a sense of classic warmth that is achieved

Vancouver Suites. Inspired by two compelling elements,

through the subtlety and organic elements of the

Vancouver’s strong celebration of nature (mountains and

design elements balanced with the other finishes

ocean) as well as being located in the heart of Downtown

in the guestrooms and public areas These design

Vancouver - Gastown, this Hotel interior compliments these

features reinforce the sense of being enveloped in

contrasting factors and gives the guests a truly unique

a cozy and comfortable atmosphere but also full

experience. A modern design that allows the interiors of the

of character. The Delta Vancouver Suites Hotel is

Hotel to feel Cool, Smart and Comfortable, the guestrooms,

the place to relax, and enjoy the Gastown energy,

lobby and restaurant have a strong sense of the Vancouver

surrounded by the ocean and mountain views but

culture. This can be seen in the soothing palette of watery

also celebrates the creative and unique culture

deep blues and greys surrounded with wood veneer millwork

that make this property so sought after.

details. The clean lines of the furniture as well as the neutral
tones matched with the smoky dark blues of the fabrics
33
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FAIRMONT VANCOUVER AIRPORT
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT 		

RICHMOND, CANADA
COMPLETED 2018
INNVEST REIT
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MARRIOTT VANCOUVER AIRPORT
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT 		

RICHMOND, CANADA
2018
LARCO HOSPITALITY INC.

CHIL was engaged a second time as the Interior Designer

In addition to designing the Greatroom, CHIL

of choice for the Marriott Vancouver Airport—this time

reconfigured the lobby level to allow space

to lead a comprehensive renovation and design the

for a new M Club Lounge and refreshed

Marriott Greatroom. The Greatroom is an adaptable

the design of the guestrooms, meeting/

public space which welcomes guests and allows them the

ballrooms, restaurant and fitness room.

freedom to chill, gather, and collaborate, acknowledging
that today’s guests can transition seamlessly between

Inspired by the mountains and coast lines of

social, business, creative and personal activities.

British Columbia and the local’s active yet relaxed
lifestyle, the design represents a modern and

The Greatroom is intended to remain open all day—from

tailored take on the traditional concept known

morning coffee through evening cocktails—with music, audio

as “West Coast” design. The design aspires to

visual, lighting and staged programming that can be adapted

create a memorable and authentic environment for

to support the function and mood relative to the time of day.

all to experience and enjoy the fresh, confident,
and vast beauty of the West Coast lifestyle.
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FAIRMONT WATERFRONT HOTEL
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2013
OCEAN PACIFIC HOTELS & RESORTS
WESTMONT HOSPITALITY

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2015:
#20 Top Luxury Hotel in Canada Category

This renovation consisted of the complete redesign of all

while also capturing a distinct West Coast

guestrooms comprising two colour schemes for the Fairmont

aesthetic, differentiating the hotel from the two

guestrooms and the distinct Gold rooms.

adjacent Fairmont properties. A warm and regional

In addition, all guestroom corridors, the Gold Lounge, the
Fitness facility and the existing restaurant underwent a
complete renovation and refresh. The design concept was to
ensure that a contemporary elegance was front and centre

palette combined with timeless detailing defines
a strong sense of place within every aspect
including the luxurious fabrics, local photography
and natural stone materials used throughout.
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WESTIN WHISTLER RESORT
GRILL & VINE RESTAURANT
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

WHISTLER, CANADA
2013
O’NEILL HOTELS & RESORTS

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2014 IDIBC Award of Merit

As part of the well-known Westin Whistler Resort, this
renovation of a popular restaurant complements Westin’s
core brand values, supports wellness and focuses on locally
sourced items. This approachable and relaxed space is
a modernized reinterpretation of the classic bar and grill
designed in a signature bistro style. Along with the full
restaurant, CHIL Interior Design incorporated a grab-and-go
coffee station, a new pizza oven and a buffet area, as well as an
Enomatic wine system. The Grill and Vine restaurant continues
to be a popular destination for après-ski drinks, casual lunches
and dinners.
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ELEMENT VANCOUVER
METROTOWN
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

BURNABY, CANADA
2015
BOSA PROPERTIES INC

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2015 IDIBC Award of Merit

The first of its brand in western Canada, this dynamic LEED®

of soothing neutrals and accents of the brand’s

Silver hotel occupies the first 18 floors of Bosa Properties’

signature green tones.

larger mixed-use Sovereign property. CHIL Interior Design
translated the client’s vision for a rare offering to the extendedstay traveler into bright, fresh and expansive spaces. CHIL
and the consultant team took the opportunity to go beyond
the standard Element brand finishes and prescribed spaces to
further enhance its message of vitality and vibrancy.

Public areas are striking with double height
volumes and extensive meeting and lounge
spaces which are unique features to this Element
property. Textured plaster panels and delicate
wood veneer light fixtures at the lobby, boldly
patterned carpet and angled millwork walls at the

Hotel guestrooms are designed with fully equipped kitchens,

banquet rooms, and graphic wallcoverings were

restful spa inspired bathrooms, and full height glazing to take

used throughout help to animate key spaces and

advantage of the surrounding mountain and city views. The

provide distinct guest experiences.

connection to nature is further reinforced through a palette
45
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HOTEL ARTS
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

CALGARY, CANADA
2014
HOTEL ARTS

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2015 IDIBC Awards - Award of Excellence
2015 IDIBC Awards - Robert Ledingham
Award for Project of the Year

Hotel Arts is a stand-out boutique hotel with a unique art-

guestroom was infused with an intentional and

centred focus. After renovations of the ground floor, our team

thoughtful touch immersing the traveller into the

was brought in to refresh the guestrooms to complement the

art experience by providing a slightly unexpected

new look and bring them up to the same calibre as the rest of

twist on the typical guestroom. A visual and

the spaces. The concept for the guestrooms and corridors was

tactile experience, the guest is left with memories

driven by the incorporation of art and its abstract integration

that while modern and chic are also thought-

into the overall design of each space.

provoking, unique and full of wonderment.

The vision was focused specifically on recreating that feeling
of entering a gallery or exhibit for the first time, that sense
of anticipation, the unknown and the immediate emotions
that come with what you encounter. Every aspect of the
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FAIRMONT PALLISER
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

CALGARY, CANADA
2014
WESTMONT HOSPITALITY

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
SBID International Design Awards 2016:
Hotel Design Finalist
2015 IDIBC Award of Excellence

CHIL Design is honoured to have worked on one of Fairmont’s

luxurious soothing tones and opulent textures. A

distinctive historic properties. Set in the heart of Calgary, it

look to Calgary’s cowboy past was achieved with

is the city’s oldest and most esteemed hotel, celebrating its

the use of masculine cognac and grey leathers,

centennial in 2014. The renovation included a transformation of

metal nailhead details and historic artwork, which

205 well-appointed guestrooms and heritage suites, as well as

was softened with warm neutrals and refined wood

guestroom corridors. Each of the rooms is quite varied in layout

tones. Furniture pieces were designed to embody

and features which provides guests with a sense of uniqueness

the fine balance between classic form and

and adds to the charm of the property.

contemporary finishes. The small-scale bathrooms

Conceptually, the driving force was to celebrate the beauty
of this traditional landmark and further complement its rich
history and architecture with elegant furnishings and finishes
while incorporating the essence of the city. Original features
such as the high ceilings with medallions, wall friezes and
tall windows were refreshed and showcased. A feeling of
contemporary sophistication was created with the layering of

were reimagined with a focus on tailored and
sophisticated finishes that combine the sparkle of
chrome accents, white marble tile and dramatic
stone countertops. For guests of The Fairmont
Palliser, the result is a lasting impression created
by a comfortable nod to the past and an inviting
look to the future.
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DOUBLETREE BY HILTON REGINA
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN
2013
SILVERBIRCH HOTELS & RESORTS

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2014 IDIBC: Award of Excellence
Hospitality Design Awards 2014:
Public Spaces Finalist

SilverBirch Hotels & Resorts is one of Canada’s leading

Combining SilverBirch’s desire for a fun

hotel and resort management companies, with over 20 hotels

environment with DoubleTree by Hilton’s inspired

across the country. One of their properties, the Regina Inn,

and rewarding brand was the ultimate objective of

was in need of a massive renovation; it would become the first

the project. The renovations included the entire

DoubleTree by Hilton in Canada. DoubleTree by Hilton is a

hotel, from lobby, reception, restaurant, ballrooms,

fast-growing global collection of more than 350 upscale hotels

guestrooms, fitness area and conference center

in gateway cities, metropolitan areas and vacation destinations

to exterior façade work. This meant closing the

across six continents.

existing hotel for an 11-month construction period.
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SHANGRI-LA TORONTO
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

TORONTO, CANADA
2012
WESTBANK PROJECTS CORP.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2016:
#10 Luxury Hotel in Canada, Top 10 Luxury

This is the second Shangri-La hotel in North America, following

Hotels in Canada Category

the acclaimed Shangri-La Vancouver. It occupies the first

Condé Nast Traveler: 2013 Hotlist of Top

17 floors of the building on University Avenue in downtown

New Hotels Worldwide

Toronto. CHIL Design was responsible for the function spaces,
theatre, Miraj Hammam spa, gym, and 200 guestrooms
including the owner’s suite and the presidential suite.
The guestrooms feature modern bianco statuario marble

ARIDO Awards: 2013 Award of Merit
Gold Key Awards for Excellence: 2013
Honorable Mention in the Best Spa Category

washrooms with traditional Chinese vanities. The presidential

enRoute Hotel Design Award 2013:

suite also employs a traditional Chinese aesthetic, while

Best Guestroom (150+ Rooms); Best Suite

delivering an elevated level of luxury. The spa provides visitors

(150+ Rooms); and Best Spa (150+ Rooms)

with an authentic experience of old world traditions brought
into the modern day, inspired by the ancient rituals of the
Middle East as well as the vineyards of Bordeaux – there are

Interior Designers of Alberta Award: 2013
Hospitality/Restaurant Category - Gold

two large hammam steam rooms, a relaxing “Alhambra” room
and nine treatment rooms including a dual treatment/couples
suite and a Vichy room.
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SHANGRI-LA VANCOUVER
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2010
WESTBANK PROJECTS CORP.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
AAA Five Diamond Award
TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2016:
#8 Luxury Hotel in Canada, Top 10 Luxury
Hotels in Canada Category

The first Shangri-La in North America, CHIL designed the
lobby, function spaces, retail space and the Chi Spa. This
119-room luxury hotel, located in the heart of downtown

#19 Luxury Hotel in Canada, Top 25 Hotels in
Canada Category

Vancouver occupies the first 15 floors of the tallest building

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2013:

in the city. The lobby is an opulent expression of a modern

#7 Luxury Hotel in Canada, Top 25 Luxury

getaway with a lounge and bar offering a reprieve from

Hotels in Canada Category

the busy shopping district. Chi Spa draws inspiration from

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2012:

the origins of the Shangri-La legend, a place of personal

#1 Luxury Hotel in Canada, Top 25 Luxury

peace, enchantment and well being. We designed five

Hotels in Canada Category

450-square-foot treatment suites and one larger couples
suite, each with their own fireplace, private bath, shower,
relaxation lounge and changing areas.

enRoute Hotel Design Award: Best Spa or
Pool (fewer than 150 rooms) Category
Interior Designers Institute of British
Columbia Awards of Excellence: Hospitality
Category - Silver Award
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FAIRMONT PACIFIC RIM
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2010
WESTBANK PROJECTS CORP.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Interior Designers Institute of British
Columbia Awards of Excellence:
Hospitality Category - Silver Award
TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2016:

The first contemporary Fairmont in Canada, CHIL designed
the 377 Standard and Gold guestrooms, the Willow Stream

#2 Top Luxury Hotel in Canada Category
#21 Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category

Spa, Reception and all of the function spaces. This oceanfront

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2015:

hotel is sophisticated, cosmopolitan and combines the best of

#5 Top Luxury Hotel in Canada Category

Europe and the West Coast in its plan and décor.

#8 Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category

The guestrooms are casual and contemporary with lavish

Travel + Leisure Magazine 2013:

appointments, naturally inspired materials, comfortable

#1 Hotel in Canada

furnishings and state-of-the-art technology. The Willow Stream

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2013:

Spa is accompanied by a full fitness centre, outdoor terrace

#3 Hotel in Canada, Top 25 Luxury Hotels

and a rooftop pool. The hotel boasts 15,000 square feet

in Canada Category

of versatile conference space, a multimedia theatre and a
complete business centre.

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2013:
#5 Hotel in Canada, Top 25 Hotels in
Canada Category
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ARTEMIS GRILL RESTAURANT
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

SINGAPORE
2015
RED DOOR GROUP

Located on the 40 th floor of CapitaGreen Tower in the

the name Artemis for the restaurant. The chosen

heart of Central Business District, Artemis Restaurant

scheme of black, creme, taupe and olive green —

is a Mediterranean Grill Rooftop Bar & Restaurant with

accompanied by a selection of stone, reclaimed

dining, indoor and outdoor bar areas. The design intent

wood, timber and bronze — sets the ambience

was to establish the restaurant as a landmark icon for

exuding elegance, exclusivity, sophistication and

those who appreciate contemporary Mediterranean cuisine

sustainability. Vertical and hanging greens outline

accentuated with gastronomic nuances of organic produce.

the outdoor bar areas, offering a natural forest-

The design team — inspired by the Greek Goddess of

like sanctuary for diners away from the hustle and

heroic hunts in the natural wilderness — aptly proposed

bustle of the city.
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STRATUS BAR AND RESTAURANT
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

TORONTO, CANADA
2013
CAMBRIDGE GROUP OF CLUBS

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2014 ARIDO Award of Merit
2014 SBID International Design Award:
Best Restaurant & Bar

The Toronto Athletic Club occupies three of the top floors

elevator, a spectacular view to the exterior opens

in a Toronto-Dominion Centre tower. Stratus, the bar and

up through the central bar area, while lattice-

restaurant of the “Club Above” in the heart of the Financial

like bronze metal screens with mirrors inserted

District, needed a renovation that would transform a dated,

into them layer a veiling of privacy over seating

unmemorable interior into a destination befitting the iconic

areas on either sides of the space. A 90-degree

modernity of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s Toronto-Dominion

turn leads into the dining area, which can be

Centre architecture. The desired ambience was elegant yet

subdivided into two rooms and/or closed off from

relaxed: the space would be rented out for events such as

the bar by pivoting doors. A 10-seat private dining

weddings, but at the same time the club’s owners wanted

room partially enclosed by curving, bottle-lined

members to put on casual clothes after a workout and feel

glass screens adds to the range of spaces. Prior

comfortable dining there. The owners also sought a design that

to the renovation, Stratus was a members-only

would make it possible to hold multiple concurrent events. In

venue serving breakfast, lunch and early dinners.

less than 3,000 square feet, the design team created a versatile

Now open to the public, and open later in the

sequence of varied yet aesthetically unified zones. From the

evening, its revenue has doubled.
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WILD SAGE KITCHEN & BAR
AT DOUBLETREE BY HILTON REGINA
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

REGINA, CANADA
2013
SILVERBIRCH HOTELS & RESORTS

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2014 IDIBC: Award of Excellence
Hospitality Design Awards 2014:
Public Spaces Finalist

SilverBirch Hotels & Resorts is one of Canada’s leading

Combining SilverBirch’s desire for a fun

hotel and resort management companies, with over 20 hotels

environment with DoubleTree by Hilton’s inspired

across the country. One of their properties, the Regina Inn,

and rewarding brand was the ultimate objective of

was in need of a massive renovation; it would become the first

the project. The renovations included the entire

DoubleTree by Hilton in Canada. DoubleTree by Hilton is a

hotel, from lobby, reception, restaurant, ballrooms,

fast-growing global collection of more than 350 upscale hotels

guestrooms, fitness area and conference center

in gateway cities, metropolitan areas and vacation destinations

to exterior façade work. This meant closing the

across six continents.

existing hotel for an 11-month construction period.
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L’HERMITAGE HOTEL
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2008
MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Tripadvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2013:
#1 Hotel in Canada, Top 25 Hotels in
Canada Category

An exclusive boutique hotel with 60 hotel rooms in

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2013:

downtown Vancouver, this property combines contemporary

#18 Hotel in the World, Top 25 Hotels

luxury with a touch of glamour. CHIL designed the entire

in the World Category

hotel including the guestrooms, lobby, fitness facility,
function spaces and club lounge. This unique hotel focuses
on providing the wow factor immediately upon entry with
graphic marble flooring, velvet walls and dramatic lighting.

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2012:
#1 Hotel in Canada, Top 25 Hotels in
Canada Category

This sense of excitement flows throughout the rest of the
hotel with a rich palette and spacious accommodations.
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FAIRMONT JASPER PARK LODGE
RIDGELINE CABINS
Nestled in one of the most awe-inspiring landscapes in

greens and caramel tones infused with bronze

Canada, sits a historical gem—the Fairmont Jasper Park

accents taken from the surrounding landscape.

Lodge. World renowned for its 700 acres of pristine trails and

Modern interpretations of traditional plaids, rich

glacier fed waters, it provides guests with a majestic setting in

textures and natural materials provide and warmth

which to reconnect with nature and one another, surrounding

and comfort throughout the seasons. Features of

themselves with beauty and reawakening the senses.

wood ceiling beams, along with custom millwork

For the lakefront Ridgeline log cabins, CHIL Interior Design
has created a space that carefully balances the contemporary
and the classic, creating restful and luxurious dwellings for
family gatherings and romantic getaways alike. A sense of
place is immediately understood in the colour palette of deep

throughout the open living and dining areas,
bring the cabin’s interiors in harmony with its
rustic exterior. Tailored details provide the level of
sophistication that visitors have come to expect at
this historic destination.
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PRINCESS PANHWAR RIVER CRUISE SHIP
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

MYANMAR
2016
AUSTRALIAN PACIFIC TOURING PTY LTD

CHIL Interior Design designed two new River Cruise Ships

and comfortable environment in which to explore

for APT, which began operation in Spring 2016. This 4-star

the beauty of Myanmar. CHIL custom designed

cruise ship is a 36 cabin vessel also with a lounge and

each detail to reflect the beauty of Myanmar while

separate restaurant designed with a lighter palette reflecting

keeping comfort key as guests enjoy the locations

a more colonial concept. Incorporating more ruby jewel

and sights along the Irrawaddy river.

tones and intricate local carvings, this ship provides a fresh
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RV SAMATHA RIVER CRUISE SHIP
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

MYANMAR
2016
AUSTRALIAN PACIFIC TOURING PTY LTD

CHIL Interior Design designed two new River Cruise Ships

rural life along the river, they are surrounded

for APT, which began operation in Spring 2016. Cruising the

in an interior that provides a comfortable and

Irrawaddy River, this 5-star cruise ship is a 30-cabin vessel

luxurious experience. With a colour palette

with a lounge and separate restaurant, all designed to enhance

inspired by the jade of the region, CHIL custom

the experience of the lush surrounding culture and environment

designed each detail to reflect the beauty and

of Myanmar. While guests enjoy visiting Bagan and discovering

uniqueness of Myanmar.
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DENNA CLUB AT SEYLYNN VILLAGE
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

NORTH VANCOUVER, CANADA
COMPLETED 2017
DENNA HOMES

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2018 IDIBC Awards - Award of Merit

CHIL provided interior design services for 80 rental units and
amenities for Seylynn Village in North Vancouver.

influence relating to North Vancouver’s forested

Upon entering The Denna Club, guests are greeted with a

mountains. This is contrasted with the refined

dynamic and original art display by world-renowned artist,

book-matched marble tiles on the walls that

Brent Comber. Guest bathrooms are outfitted in high-end

provide a luxurious spa-like atmosphere.

finishes including stained maple wood doors and teak veneer
accent panels, a geometrically-patterned wallcovering, and
tiles in cool shades of blue and grey.

The Denna Club is hardly a conventional
amenity clubhouse. Members enjoy a refined
experience—whether swimming in the pool,

A strong connection between indoor and outdoor elements was

relaxing in the wood-clad sauna, or hosting a

the primary influence for the vision of this project, along with

private party. Stepping into The Denna Club

the careful selection of premium finishes and materials.

instantly transports guests to a hospitality-like

The centerpiece of the Clubhouse—a 25-metre pool—features
a striking custom-paneled ceiling of solid Hemlock planks

experience that is comparable to some of the
world’s finest spas and amenity spaces.

that references the facets of a jewel but maintains an earthy
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ALEXANDRA ENGLISH BAY
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2013
MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT
AND CONCORD PACIFIC

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
2014 IDIBC Award of Merit

Comprised of 85 contemporary green residences in

The direction for the vibrant use of colour in the

Vancouver’s West End, the Alexandra’s provides exceptional

common areas is set by the lobby’s art installation

views and a strong connection to English Bay and Stanley

(a partial recreation of a lost oil painting, entitled

Park. The project’s interior spaces were influenced by; the

‘Nostalgia’). The suites’ two colour schemes aim

clients’ desire to deliver a modern, elegant and timeless

to bring nature’s palette indoors with hues of

building; the importance of contributing to an already diverse

the West Coast sand, sea, wood and stone. The

and dynamic neighbourhood, and the revitalization of 1930’s

neutral tones help to blur the line between interior

heritage façade. It was imperative for the colour palette of the

and exterior space and allow the nearby ocean,

lobby, amenity spaces, and suites to have a unique sensitivity

mountain and city views to command attention.

to the environment and site surroundings.
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THE VILLAGE ON FALSE CREEK
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

VANCOUVER, CANADA
2010
MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Interior Designers Institute of British
Columbia Awards of Excellence:
Hospitality, Silver

A LEED-Platinum certified waterfront community in False

Vancouver, the interiors were designed with a

Creek, Vancouver, it was developed to be used as the Athletes

contemporary global aesthetic encompassing

Village during the 2010 Winter Olympics and private residences

a forward-thinking palette and overall design

after the games concluded. The project is composed of

particulars. The design team had to work with

seven parcels, 12 buildings and over 1,000 units. CHIL

four architectural companies, two contractors,

designed all units, lobbies, fitness facilities, club lounges

and numerous consultants and project managers

and non-market housing. In order to welcome the world to

while maintaining a continual design standard
throughout this complex project.
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FOUR SEASONS PRIVATE RESIDENCES
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

WHISTLER, CANADA
2005
INTRAWEST

Composed of 37 luxury 5-star Residences, CHIL designed

between the Four Seasons’ lavishness and

the entire project including the residences, lobby, reception

Whistler’s natural surroundings, the interior

and fitness facility. This luxurious mountainside stay is

design focuses on a classic approach to

inspired by nature’s palette in a decidedly contemporary

mountain living. Rich woods, cozy fabrics and

décor. Situated beside the Four Season Hotel in Whistler,

signature lighting envelope those lucky enough

these private residences boast up to four bedrooms with

to stay or even live here.

gourmet kitchens and state of the art heating. A marriage
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INTERIOR
DESIGNER OF RECORD
EXPERIENCE & COLLABORATION

LEFT:
Hotel Arts,
Calgary,
Canada
81
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INTERIOR DESIGNER OF RECORD
CHIL Interior Design collaborates with other hospitality interior designers in
the development and documentation of global luxury hospitality projects. The
complexity and pace of large hospitality projects often requires the division and
parceling out of projects by phase or specialty area to more than one design firm.
Our experienced designers bring the skills and experience of documenting and
fine detailing to these highly collaborative efforts. With our reputation as skilled and
thorough documenters we are often asked to take on the role of Interior Designer
of Record – taking the initial concept design of other designers through design
development and into documentation and detailing.
Our specialized field services team also provides the deep knowledge to guide
the construction and delivery on site interpreting the design intent for unique and
unforeseen conditions – representing the project’s and the client’s best interests.
The following pages highlight some of these joint projects where we have been
responsible for compliance to international standards and complete documentation
to enable bidding of the work and procurement of the furniture, fixtures and
equipment (FFE), as well as a providing a professional site presence.

Project Name:
Project #:

Fairmont Palliser - Heritage Suites

Item Number:

FN-1102

Project #:

12814

Item Description:

Coffee Table @ Living Room

Issue Date:

10/08/13

Area Name:

Heritage Suites

31

Revision(s):
Item Quantity:

4 ea

Manufacturer:

Fairmont Palliser - Heritage Suites
12814

Issue Date:

Project Name:

10/08/13

Item Number:

FN-1102

Item Description:

Coffee Table @ Living Room

Area Name:

Heritage Suites

4 ea

Manufacturer:

Fax:

Saint-Damase
246 Rue Principale
Saint-Damase Canada
(450) 797-3702
Other: (514) 444-0089
(450) 797-8830

Contact:

Marc Soucy

E-mail:

marc.soucy@st-damase.com

Address:

Source:

Saint-Damase
246 Rue Principale
Saint-Damase Canada
(450) 797-3702
Other: (514) 444-0089
(450) 797-8830

Source:

Fax:

Fax:

Web:

Marc Soucy

Contact:

E-mail:

marc.soucy@st-damase.com

E-mail:

Description:

Coffee table with chrome base and stone top

Model Name:

Custom

Coffee table with chrome base and stone top

Width:
Depth:

54"
30

Phone:

Web:

Saint-Damase

Phone:

Address:
Phone:

Web:

Description:

Saint-Damase

Address:

Contact:

Address:

31

Revision(s):
Item Quantity:

Phone:
Fax:
Contact:
E-mail:
Web:

Model Name:

Custom

Height:

19

Width:
Depth:

54"
30

Top Mat'l/Finish:

SL-05 (To match designer's control sample)

Base Mat'l/Finish:

Height:

19

MT-01 Polished Chrome (To match designer's
control sample)

Top Mat'l/Finish:

SL-05 (To match designer's control sample)

Base Mat'l/Finish:

MT-01 Polished Chrome (To match designer's
control sample)

Notes:

1.) Refer to Extent drawings: ED-1122 - ED-1125

Notes:

1.) Refer to Extent drawings: ED-1122 - ED-1125

Required Item(s) for Designer Approval Prior to Fabrication:
Seaming Diagram

Strike-Off

Finish Sample

Prepared By: Claud
Cutting

Shop Dwgs

Prototype

Flame Certificate

Instructions:

Required Item(s) for Designer Approval Prior to Fabrication:
Seaming Diagram

Strike-Off

Finish Sample

Prepared By: Claud
Cutting

Shop Dwgs

Prototype

Flame Certificate

• Provide mock-up sample for designer review & approval prior to manufacturing
• Construction of casegoods and hardware to be of contract quality and commercial grade
• No substitutions or alternatives will be accepted without prior review and approval by the Interior Designer prior to
submission of pricing

Instructions:
• All exposed wood to receive clear satin lacquer finish with 20 degree sheen

• Shop drawings to be submitted to and reviewed by Interior Designer prior to production

• Provide mock-up sample for designer review & approval prior to manufacturing

LEFT:
Ritz Carlton
Shanghai Pudong,
Shanghai, China

• All exposed wood to receive clear satin lacquer finish with 20 degree sheen

• Manufacturer to supply Owner with complete care, installation and maintenance instructions for finished product

• Construction of casegoods and hardware to be of contract quality and commercial grade

• All tops and other surfaces specified as plastic laminate to have min. 45lb density industrial grade particle board core
with fine face particles and proper backing sheet ot prevent warping.

• No substitutions or alternatives will be accepted without prior review and approval by the Interior Designer prior to
submission of pricing
• Shop drawings to be submitted to and reviewed by Interior Designer prior to production
• Manufacturer to supply Owner with complete care, installation and maintenance instructions for finished product
• All tops and other surfaces specified as plastic laminate to have min. 45lb density industrial grade particle board core
with fine face particles and proper backing sheet ot prevent warping.

Page 1

FN-1102
CHIL Interior Design 1706 west 1st avenue suite 400 vancouver, bc v6j 0e4 t: +1.604.688.8571 f: +1.604.685.0694

Page 1

FN-1102
CHIL Interior Design 1706 west 1st avenue suite 400 vancouver, bc v6j 0e4 t: +1.604.688.8571 f: +1.604.685.0694
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FAIRMONT HOTEL NANJING
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

JIANGSU, CHINA
2013
JIANGSU GOLDEN LAND (GROUP) REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD

Fairmont Nanjing occupies the upper half of the Jin Ao Tower -

with construction documents and detailing,

an architectural marvel resembling an immense Chinese latern,

coordination and site review of guestrooms, the

the 366-guestroom hotel is designed to service business

hotel operator offices and back of house area. The

and leisure travellers. As Executive Interior Designer for the

interior concepts were by BraytonHughes, CL3

Nanjing Fairmont Hotel, CHIL was responsible for assisting

Architects and Aedas.
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THE RITZ-CARLTON SHANGHAI PUDONG
GUESTROOMS AND RESTAURANT
LOCATION 		
COMPLETION 		
CLIENT 		

SHANGHAI, CHINA
2010
SUN HUNG KAI PROPERTIES LTD

Nestling at the heart of Shanghai’s financial district, the

responsible for the construction documents and

Ritz-Carlton hotel is situated on the upper floors of the iconic

detailing, coordination and site review. Interior

58-floor tower of the Shanghai IFC. CHIL Interior Design,

concepts were completed by Burega Farnell,

the hospitality studio of B+H, was the executive interior

Super Potato and Steve Leung.

designer for the hotel fit-out of guestrooms and restaurants,
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PROJECTS
IN PROGRESS

LEFT:
The Village on
False Creek,
Vancouver,
Canada
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THE HUMPHREYS
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

HONG KONG
IN PROGRESS
SINO LAND COMPANY LTD

To gentrify a 50-years old Chinese building, situated in the

base of the design while modernness is integrated

heart of Tsim Sha Tsui of Hong Kong, into an elegant and

by the contemporary touches in the details. The

comfortable serviced apartments under the concept “Home

renovation work will provide a new look for the

away from Home”. The Client’s objective is to provide visitors a

exteriors and will offer 20 fully-fitted serviced

cozy home away from the hustle and bustle of the Hong Kong

apartment units of 27sq.m to 33sq.m for the

streets. In order to deliver a warm and relaxing atmosphere,

interiors.

wooden materials and soothing colors were selected as the
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PRIMUS SANYA
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

SANYA, CHINA
IN PROGRESS
GREENLAND

Like the alluring and magnificent pearl, the Greenland Primus

details. The stunning headboard wall concept is

Hotel Apartment is born in Sanya. It is a precious treasure

taken from the exquisite metal work found on the

of the Hainan Province. The luxurious, upscale Resort Hotel/

headdress and jewelry of the Miao minority and

Apartment is inspired by the enticing Pearl Oyster; guests

translated into a highly graphic statement piece.

journey through the complexity and duality that oysters contain

The glamorous and bold navy and gold colour

in the rough but beautifully textured exterior combined with

palette elevates the design by layering texture,

the refined and much sought after interior. Special moments

pattern and sparkle while the rustic and unique

of discovery and reverie are carefully arranged throughout the

furniture selection evokes the resort feel. The

hotel reproducing the feeling of opening an oyster and seeing

seamlessly integrated elements of the indigenous

the brilliance that is hidden within. The suites host a collection

location and hotel luxury can be discovered

of rich luxurious materials like marble countertops, warm wood

in each suite leaving guests feeling as though

veneer and reflective polish found in the furniture and millwork

they’ve found a rare treasure.
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CITY GARDEN
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

HONG KONG
IN PROGRESS
SINOLAND

The interior design concept for the City Garden Hotel is

be a major harbour for transporting agarwood,

inspired by a rather romantic and nostalgic notion of winding

a resinous aromatic wood used in incense and

back the clock to Hong Kong’s past and its small port thriving

perfume. This popular commodity scented the

in trade and commerce. This historical concept segues

harbour air, hence naming the city, Hong Kong.

perfectly to present day Hong Kong as the city continues to
lead the world in finance and international trade attraction both
business and vacation travelers to this cosmopolitan city.

What must have been an impressive vista of Hong
Kong harbour filled with ancient Chinese sailing
ships and early European vessels inspires a sense

Hong Kong translated into English means Fragrant Harbour.

of calm and stillness as the shops serenely float in

How the city acquired its name is unclear yet one explanation

place, a sensibility that is carried through the new

in particular captured our imagination: Hong Kong used to

interiors of the hotel.
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GDH
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

HONG KONG
IN PROGRESS
GDH

Positioned in the Tsim Sha Tsui district, the GDH Hotel

reception and concierge. Zoned areas area created

lobby is poised to become an iconic statement within this

with screens and furniture arrangements provide

busy area. Cutting-edge fashion and the famous shopping

private work and play spaces.

opportunities close by, heavily influence this fresh and
dynamic interior concept. Pulling inspiration from the bold
and chic fashion boutiques, this lobby transforms into the
place to be.
Eclectic and unique furniture designs and a fashion-forward
colour palette supports this multi-use space which shifts
seamlessly from day to night, providing a hip hang-out to
grab coffee, having meetings, explore retail or meet for
drinks after work.
Large graphic flooring directs you into this vibrant space that

Fresh colours are also introduced with a nod to
nature with large planting opportunities throughout,
creating a healthy atmosphere and an oasis from
the bustling street outside.
Finally, technology is integrated within with self
check-out podiums allowing the guests unlimited
control over their experience. This transforms the
typical lobby into a more modern and useful space
– one which appeals to not only the hotel guests
but also to locals looking to enjoy something new.

in anchored with an iconic central bar doing double-duty as
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LE MÉRIDIEN SEOUL SINCHON HOTEL
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

SEOUL, KOREA
IN PROGRESS
THE HOSPITALITY SERVICE CO., LTD

With brand roots in the European style, the design at Le

add to the sophisticated play of light and movement

Meridien Seoul Korea references its origins and interprets

in this interpretation of traditional and modern,

the aesthetic with a nod to local cultural elements & forms.

international and local. The concept of radiance

Located in the prestigious Shinchon region, the intelligent

softens and flows as it continues through the

design & detailing of this hotel reflects the surrounding

corridors and into the guestrooms. Design features

academic atmosphere of the esteemed SKY Universities.

lighten and become more serene. Furniture is

Inspired by imagery of glowing lanterns & oil-paper
umbrellas, large-scale structures in the lobby of the hotel

lowered and design elements are drawn closer to
the ground creating a unique sleeping environment.

will create a dramatic division of public and intimate spaces,

The design of the Le Meridien Seoul, represents

encapsulating guests in unique seating groupings where

a harmonious balance between two distinct and

they can “plug in” and relax. Tailored & classic furniture

uniquely beautiful styles. The results will stay true

pieces combined with bold and graphic floor/wall features

to the legacy of the brand and inspire guests and
locals alike.
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OPUS HOTEL VERSANTE
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

RICHMOND, CANADA
IN PROGRESS
MO YEUNG INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE LTD.

Evolving the original concept of the muses from the OPUS

doing, how they look, what they are consuming

Hotel Vancouver, this new boutique hotel celebrates the various

and where they are going. In the ever expanding

personalities that exist within the realm of social media. In a

outlets in which people choose to display their

world that is increasingly documented by individuals for one

lives, five types of users stand out The individual,

another, it has become evident that if one does not create

The Creative, The Active, The Wanderer and The

an identity for themselves, other people will create one for

Social. CHIL Interior Design is responsible for

them. Voyeurism has gone global. As a society, we are now

the interior design of the guestrooms, restaurant,

more interested than ever before in what other people are

function rooms, fitness and Sky Bar of this hotel.
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SUN PEAKS GRAND HOTEL
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

SUN PEAKS, CANADA
IN PROGRESS
SUN PEAKS RESORT CORP.

Nestled in the beautiful Okanagan, the Sun Peaks Grand

the space to create an opulent yet inviting

Hotel is well known for its Tyrolean style architecture and rich

environment. Tailored details are well-placed for

interior. The new guestroom concept is inspired by the warm

the sophisticated travelers. Quiet luxury with an

and luxurious mountain lifestyle with a nod to its Northern Italy

updated contemporary attitude is the common

reference. A colour palette of deep blues and mustards infused

thread throughout the property balanced with

with copper accents is drawn from the enchanted glowing

a hint of modern rustic-ness. The guestroom

landscape of Sun Peaks in the evening. Layers of Tyrolean

concept seeks to evoke a sense of warmth and

inspired patterns and textures are introduced throughout

comfort within this gorgeous mountain retreat.
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DELTA CALGARY DOWNTOWN
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

CALGARY, CANADA
IN PROGRESS
SILVERBIRCH HOTELS & RESORTS

The design for the Public Areas and Guestrooms at this

CHIL provided interior design for the guestrooms,

395-unit hotel is inspired by the unique diversity that Calgary

an elite pantry, two ballrooms, meeting rooms,

offers. The city has evolved significantly over the years and

conference centre, the lobby, finishing kitchen,

is also well known for its drastic weather changes. From

and a restaurant. A natural pallet, clean lines and

the business professional to the agricultural industry, and

abstract textures captures all that Calgary has to

the party atmosphere during the stampede, the city is in a

offer through its constant transitions.

constant state of movement.
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THE DORIAN
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

CALGARY, CANADA
IN PROGRESS
PBA LAND AND DEVELOPMENT

The design of luxury hotel, The Dorian, is intended
to combine a local feel with British flair.
Groundbreaking for construction of the 27-storey
hotel at 525 5TH Avenue S.W. occurred in June, 2018.
The hotel will have 300 rooms as well as main-floor
restaurant, conference facilities, fitness facility and a
top-floor restaurant-lounge with an outdoor patio.
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AC HOTEL BY MARRIOTT
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

CALGARY, CANADA
IN PROGRESS
GWL REALTY ADVISORS INC.

One of the first AC-branded hotels within Canada, AC Hotel by

Art inspires, stimulates and engages the viewer

Marriott is part of a mixed-use development situated in Calgary

and adds expression to both the city of Calgary

Downtown, poised side-by-side with its companion JW Marriott.

and the AC Hotel. Both local and international art

The hotel is unique and custom tailored with a modern classicism. Like the city itself, the interior is innovative, technological
and functional. These qualities are expressed through clean
lines and contemporary patterns with an underlying European
aesthetic. The palette is comfortable, tonal and warm.

can be experienced by the public and as a guest
of the hotel. Balancing the European styling with
cheeky references to Calgary’s more rustic roots,
this hotel interior provides a new offering to blend
seamlessly with the city’s progressive landscape.
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JW MARRIOTT EAU CLAIRE HOTEL
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

CALGARY, CANADA
IN PROGRESS
GWL REALTY ADVISORS INC.

Part of a mixed-use development situated in Calgary

Gathering insight through the hotel architecture,

Downtown, poised side-by-side with its companion AC

the interior presents an exclusive and modern

Marriott, JW by Marriott is authentic, crafted and intuitive

approach to hotel design through carefully

in its design. The interior space exudes sophistication

curated design selections. The JW interior seeks

and uniqueness through its well placed awe and quiet

to inspire and celebrate a city on the cutting

luxury. The lines are fluid and soft with reference to organic

edge, emulating Calgary’s ever-growing culture

elements creating an elegant ambiance.

and overall investment in the arts and design,
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WESTIN CALGARY AIRPORT HOTEL
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT

CALGARY, CANADA
IN PROGRESS
RHI

Located close to the Calgary airport terminal, the hotel allows

metropolis using warm natural tones of golden

guests to swiftly transition from a tiring flight into the comforts

wheat and walnut wood with simple detailing

of a cozy retreat. CHIL is currently designing interiors for all

of modernist furnishings to create ‘the modern

247 guestrooms, public areas and the convention centre. The

ranchland’.

design balances the comfort and juxtaposition of an emerging
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BAR
GRAB & GO

RETAIL

LOBBY
LOUNGE
RECEPTION

S P I RIT

RID GE
Lobby Floor Plan

S P I R IT

RIDGE
Ty p i c a l K i n g F l o o r P l a n
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I RI T

R I D G E
Mo del Ro om E l evations

SPIRIT RIDGE LAKE RESORT & WINERY
LOCATION
COMPLETION
CLIENT 		

SP I RI T

OSOYOOS, CANADA
IN PROGRESS
HYATT UNBOUND COLLECTION

R ID GE

Mo del Ro om E l evations
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ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

LEFT:
DoubleTree by Hilton
Regina and Wild Sage
Kitchen & Bar
Regina, Canada
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS & AWARDS
2018

#19 Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category

Shangri-La Toronto

The Denna Club at Seylynn Village

Shangri-La Toronto

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2015:
#18 Top Luxury Hotel in Canada Category

IDIBC Shine Awards - Award of Merit

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2016:

Fairmont Waterfront

Fairmont Hotel Vancouver

#10 Top 10 Luxury Hotel in Canada
Category

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2015:
#20 Top Luxury Hotel in Canada Category

IDIBC Shine Awards - Award of Merit
NEWH 2019 Top ID Hospitality Firms
(Vancouver Chapter)
CHIL ranked #45 on Interior Design
Magazine’s “Top 200 Giants” list

2017
Fairmont Pacific Rim
Tripadvisor: 2017 Travellers’ Choice:
#1 in Top 10 Luxury Hotels –
Canada Category
#6 in Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category
Shangri-La Vancouver
Tripadvisor: 2017 Travellers’ Choice:
#8 in Top 10 Luxury Hotels – Canada
Category
Conde Nast Traveler: Gold List 2017
Four Seasons Resort and Residences
Whistler
Tripadvisor: 2017 Travellers’ Choice:
#10 in Top 10 Luxury Hotels – Canada
Category
L’Hermitage Hotel
Tripadvisor: 2017 Travellers’ Choice:
#2 in Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category

L’Hermitage Hotel
TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2016:
#8 Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category
Fairmont Palliser
2016 SBID International Design Awards Hotel Design Finalist
ARC Restaurant
2016 SBID International Design Awards Restaurant Design Finalist
Uppercase Cafe at University
of British Columbia
Shine Awards 2016 - Award of Merit Food & Beverage
Pie R Squared at University of British
Columbia
Shine Awards 2016 - Award of Merit Food & Beverage

2015
Element Vancouver Metrotown Hotel by
Westin
2015 IDIBC Awards - Award of Merit

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2016:
#2 Top 10 Luxury Hotels
in Canada Category
#21 Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category
Shangri-La Vancouver
TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2016:
#8 Top 10 Luxury Hotels
in Canada Category

2014 IDIBC Award of Excellence
Stratus Bar & Restaurant
2014 Best Restaurant & Bar - SBID
International Design Awards
2014 ARIDO Award of Merit
Westin Whistler Grill & Vine Restaurant
2014 IDIBC Award of Merit

2013
Fairmont Pacific Rim
Travel + Leisure Magazine 2013:
#1 Hotel in Canada

L’Hermitage Hotel

Hotel Arts Calgary

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2013:

2015 IDIBC Award of Excellence

#1 Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category
#18 Top 25 Hotels in the World Category

L’Hermitage Hotel

Fairmont Pacific Rim

DoubleTree by Hilton Regina
and Wild Sage Kitchen & Bar

2015 IDIBC Award of Excellence

SBID International Design Awards 2017:
Hotel Bedroom & Suites Design Category
- Finalist

2016

2014 IDIBC Award of Merit

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2013:
#3 Top 25 Luxury Hotels In Canada Category

Robert Ledingham Award for
Project of the Year

SBID International Design Awards 2017:
Hotel Public Space Design Category Finalist

Alexandra English Bay

Fairmont Palliser

Delta Vancouver Suites

RV Princess Panhwar & RV Samatha River
Cruise Boats

2014

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2015:
#2 Top Service in Canada Category
#5 Top Romance in Canada Category
#5 Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category

Shangri-La Toronto
Interior Designers of Alberta Award:
Hospitality/Restaurant Category - Gold
2013 ARIDO Awards Award of Merit:
Gold Key Awards for Excellence, Honorable
Mention in the Best Spa Category

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2015:

enRoute Hotel Design Award:
Best Guestroom (150+ Rooms);
Best Suite (150+ Rooms);
and Best Spa (150+ Rooms)

#5 Top Luxury Hotel in Canada Category
#8 Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category

Condé Nast Traveler 2013 Hot List
of Top New Hotels Worldwide

Four Seasons Whistler
Private Residences

Shangri-La Vancouver

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2015:

TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2013:
#7 Top 25 Luxury Hotels in Canada Category

Fairmont Pacific Rim

#11 Top Luxury Hotel in Canada Category
#21 Top 25 Hotels in Canada Category
Shangri-La Vancouver
TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice® 2015:
#16 Top Luxury Hotel in Canada Category

1

3

2

1) Fairmont Pacific Rim (Vancouver, Canada)
2) Fairmont Hotel Vancouver (Vancouver, Canada)
3) Shangri-La Toronto (Toronto, Canada)
4) L`Hermitage Hotel (Vancouver, Canada)

4
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LEGEND
STUDIO LOCATION
PROJECT LOCATION
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CHIL INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIOS
AMERICAS

ASIA

VANCOUVER
1706 West 1st Avenue, Suite 400
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6J 0E4

TORONTO
481 University Avenue, Suite 300
Toronto, ON, Canada 5G 2H4

T +1 604 685 9913
F +1 604 685 0694

T +1 416 596 2299
F +1 416 586 0599

HONG KONG
12/F Admiralty Centre Tower 1
Unit 1203B, 18 Harcourt Road,
Admiralty, Hong Kong
T +852 3158 2123

B+H GLOBAL STUDIOS

AMERICAS

ASIA

MIDDLE EAST

VANCOUVER
1706 West 1st Avenue, Suite 400
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6J 0E4
T +1 604 685 9913
F +1 604 685 0694

HONG KONG
12/F Admiralty Centre Tower 1
Unit 1203B, 18 Harcourt Road
Admiralty, Hong Kong
T +852 3158 2123

TORONTO
481 University Avenue, Suite 300
Toronto, ON, Canada M5G 2H4
T +1 416 596 2299
F +1 416 586 0599

SHANGHAI
23F, The Exchange - SOHO

DUBAI
Suite No. 1501, API Tower
Sheikh Zayed Road
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
P.O. Box 25436
T +971 4 3858655
F +971 4 3889914

CALGARY
215 10 Avenue SW, Suite 201
Calgary, AB, Canada T2R 0A4
T +1 403 265 3101
F +1 403 271 3184
SEATTLE
920 5th Avenue, Suite 600
Seattle, WA, USA 98104
T +1 206 582 2875
F +1 206 260 3900

299 Tongren Road
Shanghai, China 200040
T +86 21 3360 7861
F +86 21 3360 7862
SINGAPORE
100 Beach Road
#32-01/03 Shaw Tower
Singapore 189702
T +65 6226 1353
F +65 6244 9418
HO CHI MINH CITY
Resco Tower, Level 6
94-96 Nguyen Du Street, District 1
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
T +84 8 3822 4497
F +84 8 3833 4498
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email@CHILdesign.com
CHILdesign.com
+1 604 688 8571
CHIL Interior Design,
the Hospitality Studio of B+H

